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1 Introduction 

The Mandarin sentence-final particles MA, (o'J) and MA2 (PJIO have generally been acknowledged 

as being two different particles with distinct functions by speakers of Mandarin and by linguists. 

MAl is considered to be a polar question particle. Adding it to a declarative sentence turns it into 

a polar question, as shown in (1 ).' 

(1) a. 4-7:. fill It. 
Jfntiiin hen leng. 
today very cold 

'It is very cold today.' 

b. 4-7:. fill It o'J ? 
Jfntiiin hen leng ma? 
today very cold MA, 

'Is it very cold today?' 

On the other hand, MA2 has generally been acknowledged as being a marker of obviousness or 

self-evidentiality. A speaker would use (2a) if they thought something was obvious, but would use 

(2b) otherwise. 2 

(2) a. ~ i! f1' ErJ PJif! 
Shl zhe yilng de mal 
be this way DE MA2 

'It really is this way' 

b. ~ i! f1' ErJ. 
Shl zhe yilng de 
be this way DE 

'It is this way' 

(Chappell 1991) 

(Chappell 1991) 

Both of these particles are both pronounced [rna], have neutral tone, and are unstressed. Rel

atively little has been published on the core meaning or function of MA2, and very few linguists 

discuss both particles together since they appear to be "functionally distinct" (Chappell 1991 :1). 

Some such as Chao (1968) have noted that MA, has a rising intonation contour and MA2 has a 

falling intonation contour. However, his observation has not been treated as a critical differenti

ating factor between MAl and MA2. This becomes relevant because these two particles can occur 

in declarative and interrogative sentences with the exact same structure. While (1 b) is written as 

a question, it may become a declarative if said with a falling intonation. Similarly, (2), which is 

1 Any data that is not cited was produced on my own and checked with native speakers of Mandarin. 
2Jn all of the data obtained from other sources, I changed the morpho-syntactic gloss of rna to be consistent with my 

glossing system of MA l and MA2. 
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written as an assertion, may become a question if it is said with a rising intonation. These are 

illustrated in (3) and (4), respectively. 

(3) 4-1i:. fill It uJif (t). 
Jintiiin hen leng rna (t). 
today very cold MA2 FALLING 

'It is very cold today.' 

(4) ~ J2; ff ErJ o<J (tJ? 
Shl zhe yiing de rna (D? 
be this way DE MA, RISING 

'Is it this way?' 

There are different Chinese characters for the two rna particles, so in writing, both the rna char

acters and the punctuation marks make clear which particle is being used. However, in speech, 

only the speaker's intonation is what allows hearers to determine which one is being used. Further

more, MAl is not necessary to fOl1ll polar questions in Mandarin since intonation alone can fOl1ll 

them. This is illustrated in (5). 

(5) 4-1i:. fill It (tJ? 
Jintiiin hen leng (t). 
today very cold RISING 

'It is very cold today?' 

Sentences like (5) that contain no ma particle but have rising intonation are known as declarative 

questions. I will elaborate on intonation in §2.2, but I bring it up now to illustrate that MAl may 

not be a polar question particle, and that the distinction between MA ,and MA2 are not as clear as 

the literature has made them out to be. 

While it has long been held that there are two distinct ma particles, in this paper, I argue 

that MAl and MA2 should be unified and analyzed as being a single particle, which I will refer 

to as ma henceforth. I follow Li (2006) in positing that ma is neither a question particle nor an 

evidentiality marker. I argue that it is a speech act intensifier. Thus, I will demonstrate how 

speakers use ma to strengthen the illocutionary force of their utterances. In order to demonstrate 

precisely how illocutionary force is strengthened, I will propose a formal framework that models 

how ma interacts with speech act operators in the syntax. In this framework, I will layout how 

ma results in the intensification of assertions, imperatives, and questions. Li (2006) also analyses 

ma as being a single particle, and in particular, she argues that it is "high degree marker." Her 

argument stems from a "meaning minimalist" perspective, which seeks to identify the semantic 

core of any lexical item that has a seemingly broad range of functions (Li 2006:2). Li's argument 
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is where I begin, and this paper will take a compositional approach of semantics to model the 

meaning of ma. 

In §2, I summarize Li's argument for unifYing the two ma particles, and I provide additional data 

concerning prosody in support of pursuing this analysis. In §3, I review the semantic frameworks 

regarding common ground, discourse committments, and speech act operators that I use to model 

my analysis of mao In §4, I analyze ma as a speech act intensifier for assertions, imperatives, and 

questions, and I describe the contexts in which the use of ma is acceptable. In §5, I point out other 

uses ofma that I have observed but did not account for, as well as why I chose not to include them 

in this analysis. §6 contains a summary of other analyses of ma, and in §7, I conclude my analysis 

and provide directions for further research. 

2 Starting Point for a Single Particle Analysis 

2.1 Li (2006): ma as a High Degree Marker 

In contrast to mainstream interpretations that there are two different ma particles, Li (2006) argues 

that there is only one. After examining the similarity in distribution and function of ma and another 

Mandarin sentence-final particle, ba, Li analyzes ma as a degree marker that expresses the speaker's 

high degree of commitment towards the proposition in the sentence. Thus, using it in a declarative 

sentence expresses a high degree of believing the utterance to be true. Using it in an imperative 

means there is a high degree of wanting the command to be carried out, and using it in interrogative 

sentence expresses a high degree of wanting a response from the hearer, which according to Li, 

makes it a yes-no question for pragmatic reasons. The connection to ba is that it has the same 

function, but with a low degree of committruent. The data in (6)-(8) illustrate how ma and ba appear 

to have similar distributions, supporting the analysis that as long as there is one ba sentence-final 

particle, there is likely only one ma particle. 

(6) ma & ba in declarative sentences: 

a. H6ngiiiin zili biingi5ngshl mao 
Hongjian at office MA 

'(Obviously/certainly) Hongjian is in his office.' 

b. H6ngiiiin zili biingi5ngshl ba. 
Hongjian at office BA 

'(Probably) Hongjian is in his office.' (Li 2006) 

(7) ma & ba in imperative sentences: 
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a.,Fm ldi mal 
enter come MA 

'(I insist you) corne in! • 

b.,Fm ldi bat 
enter come BA 

'(I suggest you) corne in! • (Li 2006) 

(8) rna & ba in interrogative sentences: 

a. H6ngiiiin zili biingi5ngshl rna? 
Hongjian at office MA 

'Is Hongjian in his office?' 

b. H6ngiiiin zili biingi5ngshl ba? 
Hongjian at office BA 

'Hongjian is in his office, right?' (Li 2006) 

Additional evidence from Li that MA, and MA2 are the same particle include the fact that they 

have complementary distribution, and that MA, cannot occur in embedded questions, suggesting 

that it is not strictly a syntactic interrogative marker for yes-no questions. (9) illustrates the latter 

point about ma being limited to matrix clauses. 

(9) H6ngiiiin xiiing zhidilo Xiiiofu Iml ruD yU rna? 
Hongjian want know Xiaofu can cook fish MA, 

(i) * 'Hongjian wonders if Xiaofu can cook fish.' 

(ii) 'Does Hongjian want to know that Xiaofu can cook fish?' (Li 2006) 

One shortcoming of Li's analysis is that it does not take into consideration the contexts in which 

ma becomes more acceptable. For instance, a sentence like (6a) becomes more acceptable when 

said as a response to a 'why' or 'how' question rather than said as a standalone assertion. The 

acceptability of ma in imperatives increases if the hearer has already refused or expressed unwill

ingness to carry out the command. Similar restrictions apply to the use of ma in questions. Clearly, 

there are specific conditions under which the speaker can use ma, but Li does not address these 

conditions. Instead, Li focuses on arguing that ma is a degree marker rather than a question particle 

by illustrating the parallels between ma and ba. While Li's analysis makes strides towards unifYing 

the two particles, it does not fully articulate the restrictions on the use of ma. Thus, in my analysis 

of ma in §4, I will discuss and account for the conditions that make ma acceptable. 

2.2 Prosody: Further Reasons to Unify ma 

As mentioned in §l, prosody in questions and assertions with ma suggest that ma should be an

alyzed as something other than a polar question particle. While little has been said about the 
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relationship between prosody and ma, I argue that prosody, and specifically intonation, provides 

crucial evidence in support of unifYing MA,and MA2' In particular, I will show how the intona

tion patterns in both polar and non-polar questions such as Wh- word questions and alternative 

questions complicate the view that ma is a polar question particle. 

2.2.1 Intonation in Polar Questions 

In any given isolated sentence containing ma, the intonation of the sentence is the primary factor 

that allows hearers to know if the speaker intended a question (MA,) or a statement (MA2). This is 

illustrated in (10) and (ll). Whenever it is unclear whether the morpheme in question is MA, or 

MA2, I will gloss it as MA with no subscript. The Chinese character will be written as ''J/uJ!f to 

indicate this as well. 

(10) 4-Ji:. fill It ''J/uJ!f (tJ 
JintHin hen leng ma (t) 
Today really cold MA RISING 

'Is it really cold today?' 

(11) 4-Ji:. fill It ''J/uJ!f W 
Jintiiin hen leng ma W 
Today really cold MA FALLING 

'It is really cold today.' 

One may argue that two separate ma particles still exist, with MA, having rising intonation and 

MA2 having falling intonation, as Chao (1968) suggested. However, what complicates that view 

is the fact that most polar questions in Mandarin have some kind of rising intonation, as observed 

by Grubric (2008) and Lee (2005) among others. Thus, the supposed prosody of MA, could be 

confounded with the characteristic intonation of polar questions. 

Another issue is that it is possible to form polar questions using only intonation and no particle, 

as Li and Thompson (1981) and Grubic (2008) have observed. This is shown in (12) and (13). 

(12) frill ~ .8 w~ ''J? 
Td miii diiin xidngjido rna? (marked YIN question) 
She buy a-bit banana MA, 
'Is she buying some bananas?' 

(13) frill ~ .8 w~ (tJ? 
Td miii diiin xidngjido (tl (unmarked YIN question) 
She buy a-bit banana RISING 
'Is she buying some bananas?' 

(Grubic 2008) 

(Grubic 2008) 

Questions like (13) are known as 'declarative questions' because they have the syntax of a 

declarative sentence, but are in fact questions. These questions are often used by the speaker to 
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confirm information that they have just received, often because they feel doubt or surprise. Ac

cording to Li and Thompson, such questions without ma (unmarked questions) have an intonation 

that is easily recognized 'in context' and is distinct from a declarative intonation (Li and Thompson 

1981:520). 

Additionally, in an experiment on Mandarin question prosody run by Grubic (2008), partici

pants were asked to listen to audio files of certain sentences and determine if they were marked 

questions, unmarked questions, or assertions. In order to keep the sentences syntactically equiv

alent, the audio clips of questions containing ma were truncated so that ma was excluded. The 

results were that 90% of all questions, regardless of whether they were originally marked or un

marked, were still correctly identified by participants as being questions. 96% of declaratives were 

correctly identified as being assertions (Grubic 2008:73). This demonstrates that regardless of the 

presence of MAl, hearers use intonation to determine if an utterance is a question or a statement. 3 

The optionality OfMA, in polar questions and the prominence of intonation as a question feature 

provide me with more reasons to analyze ma as something other than a polar question particle. 

2.2.2 An Empiral Issue for Intonation in Polar Questions 

There is an empiracle issue that emerges when considering rising intonation to be the feature that 

marks polar questions. In some cases, rising intonation seems unable to form a question unless 

ma occurs with it. These are questions in which the predicate is a bare intransitive verb or an 

adjective, as shown in (14) and (15), respectively. 

(14) *fm *' (t)? 
Td ldi (t)? 
3s corne RISING 

'He comes?' 

(15) * frill ?1:i ~ (tJ? 
Td gdoxlng (t)? 
3s happy RISING 

'She is happy?' 

It may be plausible to assume the absense ofma is what makes this ill-formed as a polar question. 

Curiously, once the length of the sentence is increased by even one syllable through the addition 

of an auxiliary verb or a different sentence final particle, the sentence becomes acceptable. In 

(16), the auxiliary verb Iml 'will' is inserted, and in (17), the exclamative particle la, which is a 

contraction of the aspect particle le4 and the exclamation a, is inserted. 

3In Grubic's study, the point was to see if there were prosodic differences between unmarked and marked questions, 
which there were. 

41be particle le can indicate a change in situation, hence the addition of 'now' in the gloss for (17). 
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(16) 11k 4i *' (t)? 
Td hill lai (t)? 
3s will corne RISING 

'He will come?' 

(17) frill /.li ~ I®: (tJ? 
Tdgdoxlng la (t)? 
3s happy ASP/EXC RISING 

'She is happy now?' 

In both (16) and (17), ma is still not present, yet the rising intonation now results in a polar 

question. I therefore argue that this is still an issue of prosody. The bare intransitive or adjective 

may not be the proper host for the rising intonation due to the length of the sentence being too 

short. In (14) and (15), there is no place for the question-marking rising intonation to be realized. 

But with an extra syllable being added in (16) and (17), the into natation can be fully realized and 

the question reading emerges. 

2.2.3 Intonation in Wh- Word and Alternative Questions 

The interaction of MAl and prosody is also found in questions with Wh- words, which can serve as in

terrogative words (what; who, where) or as indefinite pronouns (anything/something, anyone/someone, 

anywhere/somewhere). Pan and Waltraud (2016) argue that when a question contains a Wh- word, 

rising intonation is what makes the Wh- word have a question reading, as shown in (18).5 

(18) {!j; ell( 1IZ;.<2. ft m: (tJ? 
Nf xiiing chi diOO sherune (t) 
2s want eat a-bit what RISING 

'What do you want to eat?' (Pan and Waltraud 2016) 

Without such prosodic features, the sentence becomes an assertion containing an indefinite pronoun 

as long as the indefinite reading is licensed. These licensing features may include negative polarity 

or the presence of a non-factive verb (Li 1992). (19), which contains the non-factive verb xiiing 

'want,' is an example of this kind of sentence. 

(19) {!j; ell( 1IZ;.<2. ft m: (V. 
Nf xiiing chi diOO sherune W 
2s want eat a-bit something FALLING 

'You want to eat something.' 

5Stress on certain words may also playa part. Because I do not have the time to conduct a phonetic analysis, and because 
the particular prosodic feature is not crucial in my analysis, I will discuss it simply in terms of intonation. The point is that 
some prosodic feature(s) give it the question reading, not the syntax. 
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Pan and Waltraud claim that once ma is added to the sentence in either (18) or (19), the Wh

word gets an indefinite reading, and the sentence can only have a yes-no question reading, as shown 

in (20). 

(20) {!j; clJ.\ 1IZ;.<2. ft m: o'J? 
Nf xiiing chi moo shenme rna 
2s want eat a-bit something MA, 

'Do you want to eat something?' (Pan and Waltraud 2016) 

But crucially, the intonation of questions containing ma were not discussed by Pan and Waltraud. 

(20) would more accurately be glossed as (21), where rising intonation is an explicit feature. 

(21) {!j; clJ.\ 1IZ;.<2. ft m: o'J/uJif (tJ? 
Nf xiiing chi moo shenme rna (tl 
2s want eat a-bit something MA RISING 

'Do you want to eat something?' 

The reason (21) is a more accurate gloss is that if the intonation was falling, the sentence would 

become an assertion. Even with ma and a Wh- word, falling intonation allows the sentence to have 

a declarative reading, as illustrated in (22). 

(22) {!j; clJ.\ 1IZ;.<2. ft m: o'J/uJif W? 
Nf xiiing chi moo sherune rna W 
2s want eat a-bit something MA FALLING 

'You want to eat something.' 

Pan and Waltraud did not discuss sentences like (22), but this data shows that ma on its own does 

not form a question. I must note that there are nuanced differences between the two declarative 

sentences in (19) and (22), such as the fact that the latter is more acceptable as a response to a 

question. Again, this will be explained in my analysis. For now, I highlight that intofllltion, rather 

than the presence of ma, is what makes the sentence a question. The observations for these sen

tences have been summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1: Wh- words ma and intonation , , 
Rising/Question Intonation Falling!Deciarative Intonation 

without rna What do you want to eat? You want to eat something. 

with rna Do you want to eat something? You want to eat something. 
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My consultant also noted that in certain contexts, a sentence like (18), which contains a Wh

word, rising intonation, and no rna, can also have a yes-no question reading. This further supports 

my proposal that ma is something other than a polar question particle. 

Suppose Speaker A knew that Speaker B was someone who rarely expressed being hungry. If 

one day, A heard B say 'I want to eat something,' A could say (18) as a yes-no question. This is 

demonstrated in (23). 

(23) Rising Intonation + Wh- word as a yes-no question 

a. B:~ 1ft 
W6 e Ie. W6 xiifng chi diOO jiifozi 
ISG hungry ASP. ISG want eat a-bit dumplings 

'I'm hungry. I want to eat some dumplings.' 

b. A: {!j; clJ.\ 1IZ;.<2. ft m: (tJ? 
Nf xiifng chi diOO shenme m 
2s want eat a-bit what RISING 

'You want to eat something?' 

This is an instance of a declarative question in which the speaker is confirming information, and 

no rna is necessary for it to have a polar reading. Regardless of the presence of a Wh- word or ma, 

if the rising question intonation is not present, the sentence cannot have a question reading. Many 

have treated MAl and MA2 differently based on the fact that one forms a question and the other 

does not, but the data concerning prosody I have presented in this section complicates that analysis 

and gives me reason to follow Li's analysis that there is only one ma particle. 

3 Theoretical Frameworks 

In order to lay the groundwork for my model of ma, I will first discuss several key works in modelling 

speech acts in discourse. 

3.1 Common Ground, Commitment, and Scoreboard Semantics 

Stalnaker (1978) introduces the Cornmon Ground (cg) as set of propositions that each discourse 

participant has already accepted. He argued that any sentence S uttered by a speaker updates the 

cg, as shown in (24). 

(24) a. [eg S] ~ [eg] n [S] 
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b. 

~ 

ego S 

One of the limitations of Stalnaker's analysis is that it is does not model how assertions can be 

accepted or rejected. Additionally, as a model for assertions only, it leaves work to be done on 

other kinds of speech acts such as questions and imperatives. 

The concept of discourse commitment, which was first introduced in Hamblin (1971) and re

vived by Gunlogson (2008), opens up ways to model these other speech acts. Hamblin proposes 

the corrrrnitment-slate which represents the set of commitments of a speaker at a specific moment 

in the discourse. These commitments can be made when the speaker utters an assertion or ex

presses agreement with the other speaker's utterance. Thus, the commitment-slate is distinct from 

Stalnacker's cg, as it does not necessitate that participants in the discourse have all committed to 

the items in any given speaker's commitment-slate. 

Farkas and Bruce (2010) then introduce the idea of the Table in discourse. They model the Table 

as being a stack containing items that are 'at issue' in the conversation. That is, if anything is on 

the Table, the immediate goal of the discourse participants is to deal with it and empty the Table. 

Their fonnalization illustrates how both polar questions and assertions propose to update the cg 

rather than automatically updating it. Following Hamblin and Gunlogson, they incorporate the 

idea of discourse commitments, and they model the context structure of any given conversation 

using the diagram in Figure 1: 

A I Ta ble I B 

DCA I S I D CB 
Common Ground cg I Projected Sct ps 

Figure 1: Sample context structure as explained in Farkas and Bruce (2010:8) 

In this diagram, DCA and DCB are the discourse commitments of Speaker A and B. cg includes 

propositions that all participants have jointly agreed upon, ps includes all the possible future com

mon grounds, and the contents S of the Table are the items still under discussion. ps and the Table 

are closely related since the contents of ps are consistent with resolving whatever S is on the Table. 

According to Farkas and Bruce, when Speaker A utters an assertion or polar question, DC A is 

updated, as well as the Table and ps. By uttering an assertion, the speaker is now committed to it 

(p is added to DC A) and has put that proposition on the Table. By asking a question, the speaker 

is not committed to anything, but has put {p, ---p} on the Table. The crucial difference between 
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polar questions and assertions lies in the items in ps. For an assertion, ps becomes a singleton set 

containing the union of cg and p: 

(25) ps ~ {cg U {p}} 

On the other hand, for a polar question, ps contains two items: the union of cg and p, and the 

union of cg and ,po 

(26) ps ~ {cg U {p}, cg U {,p}} 

This approach is referred to by some as "Scoreboard Semantics" because of the way the items 

on the "scoreboard" are constantly updated as the discourse progresses. 

3.2 A Compositional Approach 

Klecha (2018) takes the idea of Scoreboard Semantics and develops a model which he calls "Gen

eralized Scoreboard Semantics." In his model, the scoreboard contains everything that a given 

community accepts to be true. Following Austin (1961), he also defines the meaning of sentences 

not in terms of truth-conditions, but in terms of illocutionary effect. There is a single rule that 

updates the scoreboard, and there are speech act operators functioning in the syntax. The follow

ing is the update rule, which removes the need to update several component of the scoreboard as 

previous analyses have required: 

(27) ISB S] ~ ISB] n IS] 

3.2.1 Imperative Operator 

Klecha treats imperatives as preferences on the part of the speaker that get added to the scoreboard. 

In his framework, there is an imperative I IMP] operator defined as: 

(28) I IMP] ~ .\p{ w : D':p C; p} 

where D':;, is the set of all the worlds consistent with the speaker's preferences. The meaning of 

lIMP] can be paraphrased as 'I think it should be the case that.' A sentence like 'Go!' would be 

modeled as follows: 

(29) IM~ 
(you) go 
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Because Klecha treats imperatives as expressions of preference, adding the imperative in (29) to 

the scoreboard means that 'the speaker thinks it should be the case that the hearer go' is now true in 

the speech community. Thus, everyone including the speaker must behave as though the speaker 

thinks it should be the case that the hearer go. In Klecha's model, this update is non-negotiable, but 

it has nothing to do with the hearer's actual behavior. Only when the hearer accepts this preference 

does their behavior become restricted, since the scoreboard would then entail that the hearer also 

prefers that they go. 

I will be adopting this analysis as I explain the use of ma in Mandarin imperatives. 

3.2.2 Assertion Operator 

Klecha takes the position that assertions are effectively imperatives that tell the hearer to make the 

proposition part of the common ground. The assertion operator [MB] can be paraphrased as 'we 

believe,' and is defined as follows: 

(30) [MB] ~ .\p{u: B::O(s,h) C; p} 

where B::O (s, h) is the set of worlds consistent with the speaker and hearer's mutual beliefs, and 

the proposition p is added to their mutual beliefs. Klecha's model has the [IMP] operator dominat

ing the [MB] operator. Accordingly, a sentence like 'Sally left' would be paraphrased as 'I think it 

should be the case that we believe Sally left,' as demonstrated below: 

(31) IM~ 
MB 

Sally left 

Its meaning is modeled in (32), with p being 'Sally left': 

When an assertion is uttered and added to the scoreboard, a speaker's belief that p, as well as 

that speaker's preference for the hearer to believe that p, become part of the cornmon ground. 

3.2.3 Polar Question Operator 

Since my analysis encompasses Mandarin questions containing ma, I add a Polar Question operator 

[PQ]: 
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where the hearer commits to either p or ,po The paraphrase for this operator would be '(you) 

commit to p or ,p,' and when joined with the [IMP] operator, it becomes a question in which the 

speaker prefers that the hearer commit to either p or ,po While my formalization does not explicitly 

model an event in which the hearer replies, this is not paramount to my analysis of rna since I argue 

that rna interacts with [IMP]. Thus, I will not include it here. 

A question such 'Sally left?' would have the meaning 'I think it should be the case that you 

commit to Sally left or Sally did not leave,' as demonstrated below: 

(34) IM~ 
PQ 

Sally left 

(35) [IMP PQ p] ~ .\p{w: D':p C; {y: DK C; pV DK C; ,p} 

Going forward, for the sake of brevity, I will paraphrase it the question portion of this as 'you 

tell me if.' I will be working with this model of speech acts to demonstrate how ma interacts with 

them. 

4 Analysis: rna as a Speech Act Intensifier 

In this section, I argue that rna is an intensifier of speech acts in Mandarin. Rather than being a 

marker of evidentiality or of polar questions, ma strengthens the speaker's act of asserting, com

manding, or questioning. It is only acceptable in situations where the speaker has a reason to 

emphasize the desired effect of their utterance, and I will discuss what these contexts look like for 

each sentence type. My analysis is along the lines of Li's (2006) in which rna is a 'high degree 

marker.' However, by positing that there are speech act operators in the syntax that ma inter

acts with, the meanings of various sentences in my analysis will differ from the meanings that Li's 

analysis predicts. 

Compositionally, the position of rna would be as follows, with rna strengthening the force of 

[IMP], making it 'I strongly think it should be the case that.' 

(M~ 
IMP 

MB/PQ p 
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One might also model ma as replacing [IMP] entiIely, and having the meaning 'I strongly think 

it should be the case that.' But since I chose to analyze rna as being something that is added to a 

sentence rather than replacing a silent operator in the sentence, I will keep it in the position above 

[IMP]. 

4.1 Assertions 

In the case of assertions, ma intensifies the speaker's act of proposing to make the proposition part 

of the common ground. These contexts ale often realized as one of the following: 

1. the speaker expects the proposition to already be in the common ground 

2. the speaker is giving a reason or an answer to a 'why' or how' question 

3. the speaker is trying to teach or convince the healer of something (often, but not necessalily, 

after the healer has expressed doubt) 

The following examples illustrate each of these contexts. FiIst, (36) illustrates how rna occurs 

in Context 1 in which the speaker expects the proposition to already be in the cornmon ground. If 

an object that had the prototypical shape ofa water bottle was in front of both the speaker and the 

hearer, the speaker could utter (36). 

Zhi! shl shu'fping rna 
this is water-bottle MA 

'This is a water bottle.' 

(I really think it should be the case that we believe) this is a water bottle. 

Since the item is undoubtedly a water bottle, the speaker expects the healer to have seen the 

object and to know that it was a water bottle, thus leading them to believe that the statement 

is already part of the comon ground. Since something likely caused them to utter the sentence 

explicitly, they can use rna to more strongly propose that the proposition be part of the common 

ground if it is not already. If for whatever reason, it was not cleal that the item was a water bottle, 

the speaker could not use rna and would say (37) instead. 

(37) i! ~ JKJI[. 
Zhi! shl shu'fping 
this is water-bottle 

'This is a water bottle.' 

(I think it should be the case that we believe) this is a water bottle. 
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(37) can be uttered whether the object in front of the speaker and hearer looks like a water bottle 

or not. It would simply be a proposition that the speaker is committing to and is trying to add to 

the cornmon ground. 

An example of Context 2, where the speaker is responding to a 'why' or 'how' question, is 

illustrated in (38). In this example, Student A is trying to go into a professor's office, and Student 

B stops them because another person is already in the office. 

(38) a. A: 7iftm: ~;r; ~~ * ~? 
Weishemne wii bil neng jm qil? 
why 1 SG not can enter go 

'Why can't I go in?' 

b. B: 5*= tE 1J.0~ D'JjUJl'f! 
Zhiingsiin ziii bilngi5ngshl mal 
Zhangsan at office MA 

'Zhangsan is in the office!' 

(I really think it should be the case that we believe) Zhangsan is in the office. 

Here, Student B strongly wants 'Zhangsan is in the office' to become part of the cornmon ground 

since it is an explanation for why Student A should not go into the office and potentially disturb the 

professor's ongoing meeting. (38b) would not be acceptable if Student B was not responding to a 

'why' question and was simply providing a standalone fact. To assert this sentence as a standalone 

fact, the speaker would have to omit ma from the sentence and say (39) instead. 

(39) B: 5* = tE 1J.0~. 
Zhiingsiin zili bangi5ngshl. 
Zhangsan at office 

'Zhangsan is in the office.' 

(I think it should be the case that we believe) Zhangsan is in the office. 

A use of ma in Context 3 would be if a speaker asserted some proposition, and the hearer 

laughed in response to express disbelief. The speaker could then say (40) in an attempt to convince 

the hearer that they are telling the truth. 

(40) ~ j§: tiR ErJ D'JjUJl'f! 
Shl zhe yang de mal 
be this way DE ma 

'It is this way!' 

(I really think it should be the case that we believe) it is this way. 

(Chappell 1991) 

In this situation, ma strengthens the speaker's act of trying to make this fact mutually agreed 

upon. The hearer's refusal of the initial proposition allows the speaker to intensifY their new 

assertion using mao Without ma, the utterance would not have the same strength. 
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Additionally, (40) could be said by a professor who is giving a lecture with new content. Al

though no student may have expressed doubt or disagreement, the professor is in the position of 

teaching them the material, so they might utter the sentence with rna to emphasize this act. 

While ma seems to appear in a range of assertions, analyzing it as a speech act intensifier allows 

us to see the connection between them. The underlying connection is that in all contexts, a speaker 

uses ma to strengthen their act of proposing that a proposition be part of the common ground. 

4.2 Imperatives 

In imperatives, ma intensifies the speaker's act of expressing their preference for the hearer to do 

something. In a sense, it has the effect of imploring the hearer to do the action. Again, there must 

be reasons for a speaker to intensify their speech act, and in the case of imperatives, ma is often 

added when either: 

1. the hearer has expressed reluctance towards following the command 

2. the speaker thinks the hearer should have already done something 

(41) is an example of Context 1. Imagine a situation in which Speaker A passes Speaker E's 

open dorm room. E is playing a boardgame with their roommate, and when they see their friend 

A walk by, they tell A corne in and join the game. If A refuses and says they are about to study, E 

could say (41). 

(41) iII* 
.JlnleJi mal 
Come-inma 

'Come in!' 

(I really think it should be the case that) you corne in! 

Using ma in this context is acceptable because Speaker A has already expressed that they are 

unwilling to go in. I will note that ma is not necessary and (42), the equivalent command without 

rna, is certainly acceptable here. 

(42) iII*! 
.JlnleJi 
Come-in 

'Come in!' 

(I think it should be the case that) you corne in! 
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But the overall context allows for an intensification of the command. Speaker B had established 

that they wanted A to corne in but was refused, so they could use rna to more strongly insist that 

A follow their command. 

A speaker can also use rna in commands even if the hearer has not expressed unwillingness. 

However, in these cases, the speaker may think that the hearer should have already done the 

action in the imperative, so they make the command explicit and emphasize it using rna. This 

would be an example of ma used in Context 2. 

For instance, if Speaker A and Speaker B are discussing a topic that Speaker C has had firsthand 

experience with, but C has not yet said anything, A or B may say (43) to C. 

(43) i31. ftffl: 
Shui5 shenme rna 
say something MA 

'Say something!' 

(I really think it should be the case that) you say something! 

While they could also say the equivalent command without ma, the fact that they expected C 

to have already said something makes their use of ma acceptable. 

At this point, we can see connections between the assertion and imperative contexts where 

rna occurs. The particle is used when trying to convince the speaker to believe or to do something. 

It is also used when the speaker assumes the purpose of their utterance is somewhat known---€ither 

the proposition should already be in the cornmon ground (assertions), or the hearer should have 

already done the action (commands). These parallels are not surprising given that the most basic 

reason to use ma is to emphasize the speech act. It is simply that this reason is realized in different 

ways across sentence types. 

4.3 Questions 

The frequent use of rna in polar questions is partly what has led scholars to believe that two different 

rna particles exist. While it is tempting to analyze it as a syntactic question particle, I argue that 

rna in polar questions is still a speech act intensifier. I will account for the occurances of rna in 

alternative questions and Wh- word questions as well. 

4.3.1 Polar Questions 

As illustrated in §2.2, Mandarin polar questions can be formed with only intonation, and such 

questions are used to confirm information. In (44b), Speaker B just heard what Speaker A said 

and is trying to confirm it. 
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(44) a. A: 51£= ~D:<fiJll tE 1J.0~. 
Zhiingsiin he Ll:s! ziii biingi5ngshl. 
Zhangsan and Lisi at office 

'Zhangsan and Lisi are in the office.' 

b. B: 5*= tE 1J.0~ (* D'J/~JIf)? 
Zhiingsiin ziii biingi5ngsh! (*mil)? 
Zhangsan at office (*MA) 

'Zhangsan is in the office?' 

(I think it should be the case that you tell me if) Zhangsan is in the office. 

In (44 b), Speaker B cannot use ma to intensifY their act of questioning since they are already have 

some information to work with. They are only trying to make sure the information is correct. 

To give an English comparison, if someone said' John and Sue are in the office,' a confirmation 

question like (45) would be acceptable, while an open question like (46) would not. 

(45) John is in the office? 

(46) *Is John in the office? 

I argue that adding mil strengthens the act of questioning so that the confirmation question 

becomes more like an open question-meaning it could not be used to confirm information-but 

is not quite as open as an A-not-A question. The A-not-A structure is shown in (47), with its 

corresponding mil polar question shown in (48). 

(47) {!j; 1IZ;;r: IIZ;? 
Nf chi bil chi? 
2SG eat NOT eat 

'Will you eat or not?' 

(48) {!j; ~ lIZ; D'J/~JIf? 
Nf 1m! chi mil? 
2sG will eat MA 

'Will you eat?' 

This shift from confirmation question towards open question that mil triggers would also explain 

why, as Li and Thompson (1981) have observed, ma polar questions are less neutral than A-not-A 

questions. On the other hand, it also explains why mil polar questions do not express the speaker's 

bias as strongly as confirmation questions do. 

Fiengo (2007) claims that when a speaker is trying to 'aquire beliefs,' they will ask open ques

tions, but when they are trying to 'establish beliefs,' they will ask confirmation questions (Fiengo 

2007:54). If we were to put these question types on a spectrum showing the speaker's desire to 

acquire vs. establish beliefs, mil polar questions would fall somewhere in the middle. The speaker 
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thinks of an assertion, but is not fully committed to it and wants the hearer to confirm whether or 

not it is true. Therefore, they ask a ma polar question rather than a more neutral A-not-A question. 

Using ma only works when the hearer has not said anything explicit regarding the question yet. If 

they had, the speaker should ask a ma-less confirmation question. So in a sense, ma signals that 

the speaker wants 'confirmation' about a proposition that has not yet been discussed, but that they 

have corne up with. 

For a sentence like (49), the question operator is realized as intonation, and it is relatively weak, 

resulting in a confirmation question. Adding the speech act intensifier ma boosts the act of seeking 

information and pushes the question towards being more of an open question. 

(49) 5* = tE 1J.0~ (''J/uJ!f)? 
Zhiingsiin ziii biingi5ngshl (rna)? 
Zhangsan at office (MA) 

'Is Zhangsan in the office?" 

(I (really) think it should be the case that you tell me if) Zhangsan is in the office. 

4.3.2 My analysis in relation to Liing's (2014) analysis of rna 

Now that I have established my analysis of ma in polar questions, it would be worthwhile to discuss 

Liing's (2014) analysis ofma. While Liing does not discuss MA2 or attempt to unifY it with MA" 

she does argue that ma should not be analyzed as a yes-no question particle. 

In particular, she does this by noting in the same way I did that polar questions with ma are 

confirmation questions even prior to the addition of ma. According to her, since they are confir

mation questions rather than open questions, they are less neutral than other Chinese alternative 

questions. A polar question with ma can be answered with dullbil dul 'correct/incorrect' as opposed 

to the verb given in A-not-A questions, suggesting that its function is to confirm. 

Since ma occurs after a complete clause, which without the particle is a confirmation question, 

Liing views ma as a type of presupposition particle. According to her, adding MA, to a confirmation 

question expresses that the speaker presupposes neither a positive nor a negative response. They 

have 'insufficient belief p' (Liing 2014:37), meaning they might guess that p is true, but are not 

sure if they are right. This is in contrast to using ba, which Liing claims to indicate the speaker's 

positive presupposition. 

Both Liing's analysis and my analysis deal with the effect that ma has on a confirmation question. 

The difference is that in Liing's analysis, adding ma keeps the question neutral because the speaker 

is unsure of what the response will be. In my analysis, ma intensifies the act of questioning because 

the speaker has not received any verbal cornrnitttnent from the hearer regarding the proposition. 
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So the result is that the question becomes more open-and consequently more neutral-than a bare 

confirmation question without rna would be. 

While considering rna to be a presupposition particle may sufficiently explain its occurance in 

polar questions, Liing did not discuss the use ofma in assertions, imperatives, and non-polar ques

tions. However, under my analysis, we can account for the occurance of rna in all of these sentence 

types. I have just shown how ma functions as a speech act intensifier in assertions, imperatives, and 

polar questions. In the following section, I will explain how my analysis accounts for its occurance 

in non-polar questions. 

4.3.3 Alternative Questions 

Although ma is commonly seen in polar questions, it can also occur in alternative questions contain

ing haishi 'or' as well as alternative questions formed with the A-not-A structure. It still intensifies 

the act of questioning and is used particularly when the speaker is eager for an answer but the 

hearer either hesitates or is reluctant to provide it. 

Consider a situation in which the speaker asks the hearer if they want to dtink tea or coffee. If 

the hearer has been indecisive to the point of frustrating the speaker, the speaker could then say 

(50), a haishi alternative question. 

(50) {!j; ell( i'D Il};ollj~ i1O~ ;!;'i ''JfilJIP 
Nf xiiing he kiifei htiishi eM ma? 
2SG want drink coffee or tea MA 

'Do you want to drink coffee or tea?' 

(I really think it should be the case that you tell me if) you want to drink coffee or tea. 

The first time the speaker asked the question, they would not have used ma. But since the hearer 

has not been responsive, the speaker can reiterate their question and more strongly question the 

hearer by using the particle. 

Alternatively, if the speaker asks the hearer if they want to drink coffee, and the hearer hesitates 

extensively, the speaker could say (51), an A-not-A alternative question. 

(51) {!j; ell( ;r; ell( ''J/uJIP 
Nf xiiing bii xiiing rna? 
2sG want not want MA 

'Do you want to or not?' 

(I really think it should be the case that you tell me if) you want to or not. 

In both cases, the speaker is intensifYing their act of questioning because they have not received 

a satisfactory response. Again, this parallels how ma is used in assertions and imperatives. It can 
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be used when the hearer is uncooperative in some way. They disagree with an assertion, do not 

perform the action named by the command, or are not giving a satisfactory response to the question. 

4.3.4 Wh- Questions 

Similar to the use in alternative questions, ma occurs in Wh- questions when the speaker has a 

reason to emphasize their act of questioning. 

For instance, if a teenage child had been out late and refuses to tell their mother where they 

were, the mother may ask (52). 

(52) {!j; iYf I!(E ~ T ~') L '<J/uJIP 
Nf zu6 woo qu Ie nd' er rna? 
2SG yesterday night go ASP where MA 

'Where did you go last night?' 

(I really think it should be the case that you tell me) where did you go last night. 

Additionally, a speaker could ask (53) if they found someone's response to their question to be 

unsatisfactory. 

(53) {!j; tE i31. ft m: uJIP 
Nf ziii shui5 sMnme rna? 
2sG are say what MA 

'What are you saying?' 

(I really think it should be the case that you tell me) what are you saying. 

While ma is not as common in alternative and Wh- questions, it is clear that when it does occur, 

it still functions as a speech act intensifier. 

At this point, I wish to point out another possible reason for the widespread understanding 

of ma being a polar question particle. Since the non-polar questions have distinct structures

namely hOOhi, Wh- words, and the A-not-A structure-that indicate that they are questions, the 

function of ma is more readily seen as something other than a question particle. However, since 

polar questions are formed with intonation, which exists but is more subtle in tonal languages like 

Mandarin, ma may have become more closely associated with polar questions and eventually taken 

to be a polar question particle. I will leave this as a working hypothesis to be considered at another 

time. 
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5 Uses of rna Unaccounted for in This Analysis 

There are other observed uses of ma that I did not discuss in my analysis for various reasons. These 

include: 

1. ma as a topic marker 

2. ma in sajiao speech 

5.1 Topic Marking 

The topic-marking function ofma has been observed by various authors, including Chappell (1991) 

who was studying MA2 in isolation from MA,. This use of the particle is unique from the others 

because ofits non-sentence-final position, as shown in (54). 

(54) Topic-Marking: 

iiI iIID ujIf, ~ ill j;p iJ:!. 
Zhi! ge ma, wo ye zhwao. 
this CL MA2, ISG also know 
'This, I also know.' 

According to Chappell, the use of ma in sentences like (54) still falls into the category of the 

marking something that is 'self-evident' and was 'previously mentioned subject matter,' therefore 

being 'obvious' to the interlocuters. 

It is likely that this topic-marking ma is the same speech act intensifier that I have been dis

cussing since it draws attention to the topic. However, I chose not to include it in my analysis 

because of a lack of a robust way to model the illocutionary force of a single topic. 

5.2 Sajiao Speech 

My consultants unanimously brought up the common use of ma in what is called sajiao behavior. 

This can be explained as a child-like behavior that adults intentionally display. It is characterized 

as something that women, though not exclusively women, will use when interacting with their 

significant other or close friends in order to garner attention and appear more feminine. An example 

of this is shown in (55). 

The context for (55) is that Speaker A and Speaker B are close friends or partners, and A hopes 

that B will say B likes cats. Thus, A is using sajiao. The second ma is what my consultants saw as 

cornmon in sajiao speech. 

(55) Use of rna in sajiao speech: 
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a. A: {!j; ~~ ®1Ii I!iijjuJIP 
Nf x'fhuiin mao ma? 
2SG like cat MA 

'Do you like cats?' 

b. B: (no response) 

c. A: ({!j;) ~ ;r; ~~ I!iijjuJIP 
(N!) Xl bil x'fhuiin ma 
(2sG) like not like MA 

'Do you like them or not?' 

While I have no explanation for why this use of ma is prominent in sajiao speech, I believe this 

use is quite similar to the use ofma in A-not-A questions which I have discussed §4.3.3. It may even 

be possible to account for (55) using my analysis. Perhaps the second occurance ofma is explained 

because Speaker A: 

1. does not have any information regarding the original question 

2. had already asked once but received no reply 

3. wants to convince B to say they like cats 

Thus, A may want to intensifY their question, resulting in the use of ma. 

However, I chose not to flesh this out in my analysis as my consultants noted that sajiao is a 

rather niche and recent development. Additionally, while ma is common in sajiao speech, the most 

defining feature of sajiao speech is the speaker's intonation. It seems that this way of speaking is 

closer to slang than a genuine dialect given that its use is limited to a certain age and social group, it 

has very few grammatical distinctions, and it is used only in informal interactions between people 

of a certain kind of relationship. Ultimately, I have not focused my research on this phenomenon 

and will not make any claims regarding it. 

6 Other analyses of rna 

Semantic analyses of ma can be found in Chappell (1991) and Lepadat (2017). Their works are 

written from the perspective that there are two distinct ma particles, and as such, their papers 

only deal with one of the ma particles-MA2. Reviewing their analyses here would be helpful in 

understanding why many scholars have treated MAl and MA2 as different paticles, as well as to 

explain how my analysis interacts with theirs. 
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6.1 Chappell (1991) 

Chappell identifies three functions of the 'self-evident' MA2: to mark a topic (56), to assert a logical 

or causal connection between two propositions (57), and to express a negative emotion-such as 

indignation or impatience-when the hearer disagrees with what the speaker perceives as truth 

(58). In all three cases, she says MA2 indicates a type of evidentiality, though the topic marking 

function has not been analyzed as extensively. 

(56) Topic-Marking: 

i! l' PjIf, ~ ill j;p i]!. 
Zhe ge rna, wo ye zhwao. 
this CL MA2, lSG also know 

'This, I also know.' 

(57) Logical Connection: 

r:Mtt PAl, ftL. JlfJt iJJ T PjIf. 
ROnhiiu ne, td... JlU shang Ie rna. 
after NE, 3SG ... then wounded INC MA2 

'After that, he'd hurt himself of course.' 

(58) Negative Emotion Towards Disagreement: 
a. B: ~ i3l, ~ ~ 1A7i ftll 19: :fl ft m: oJ6.Ji '%l{jo Ps 17:. 

WO shui5 wo shl renwei td mei you shenme blyao juede neijiil. 
lSG say lSG be believe 3sG NEG have what need feel guilty 

(Chappell 1991) 

'I said [to the official] I didn't think he had any need to be guilt-stricken.' 

b. C: (laughs) 

c. B: ~ i! ff Er:J PjIf! 
Shl zhei yang de rna! 
be this way SUB MA2 

'Well, it really is like this!' (Chappell 1991) 

Chappell's observations are all concerning assertions, and she does not discuss the occurance 

ofma in imperatives and questions. With the exception of the topic-marking ma which I discussed 

in §5.1, the two other uses of MA2 that Chappell discuss can be accounted for by my speech act 

intensifier analysis. In the case of (57), something in the context made it clear that the man hurt 

himself, so it is reasonable for the speaker to strengthen their act of asserting this fact. In the case 

of (58), the laughter signals some kind of disbelief on the hearer's part. Thus, Speaker Buses 

ma because Speaker C should know that they are trying to convince C of the validity of what they 

had originally said. 
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6.2 Lepadat(2017) 

Lepadat provides an extensive review of the various uses of ma, and ultimately defines its function as 

being a marker of "Interpersonal Evidentiality." A marker ofIE alerts the hearer that the information 

being spoken should already be agreed upon by everyone. That is, regardless of where the speaker 

got the information from, they are presenting it as reliable piece of information that everyone 

should acknowledge. 

A key difference between the IE analysis and my analysis is that in IE, the speaker uses rna to 

assert that the proposition is already part of the common ground. However, in my speech act 

intensifier analysis, rna marks the speaker's stronger intention for it to be common ground since 

assertions are only proposals to update it. 

Lepadat also claims that uses of rna are important to the expression of politeness and serve as 

a face-saving acts, and that all meanings attributed to rna in the literature surrounding it can be 

considered to be an extension of IE marking. According to her, ma in imperatives helps speakers 

save face by giving an obvious reason for the hearer to follow the command. My consultants 

agreed that adding ma to a command can make it sound more polite, but this is not always the 

case. Depending on the tone of voice, using rna can in fact sound less polite. If anything, using 

it is a way for the speaker to express-politely or impolitely-that they more intensely want the 

command to be acted out. 

Finally, while Lepadat's paper primarily delves into an analysis of MA2, in order to distinguish 

MAl from MA2, she provides an argument that these are different particles. Namely, she articulates 

how Chinese questions only contain one interrogative device. If for instance, a Wh- word or an A

not-A structure is employed in a question, the yes-no marking MAl should not occur in the sentence. 

But since sentences like (59) and (60) were found in the Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese, 

Lepadat concludes that MA2, a non-question forming ma, exists. 

(59) Wh- + rna: 

{!j; tE §jt ft ~ PJ!)' ? 
Nf ziii shui5 shenme rna? 
lSG be say what MA2 

'What are you saying?' 

(60) A-not-A + rna: 

itt :;r:: Itt PJ!)'? 
Dul bU dill rna 

Right not right MA2 

'Is it right or not?' 

(Sinica Corpus) 

(Sinica Corpus) 
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However, this data can still be accounted for in a single particle analysis as I have shown in 

§4.3.3 and §4.3.4. The question reading comes from the question word and the A-not-A structure, 

and ma as a speech act intensifier only increases the force of the speech act. 

7 Conclusion 

The Mandarin particle ma, though widely regarded to be two distinct particles, should be analyzed 

as being a single particle that functions as a speech act intensifier. In this paper, I provided data 

on Mandarin question prosody that supports unifYing the particles. I demonstrated how analying 

rna as a speech act intensifier can account for occurances of rna across assertions, imperatives, 

and questions of various types. For each category of speech act, there are similar contexts in 

which ma becomes acceptable, namely when the speaker interacts with a recalcitrant hearer whose 

response is disagreement, refusal, or hesitation. Finally, I reviewed what others have said about 

ma and explained how their analyses differed from mine. 

While my analysis may be further developed to capture other uses of ma that were not accounted 

for here-whether intentionally or unintentionally-my goal in this paper has been to corne up with 

a more comprehensive understanding of ma's function. By piecing together what various authors 

have already said about ma and Mandarin polar question, I have argued to unifY the ma particle 

rather than accept that there are multiple ones. 

Although I focused on a specific particle in the Mandarin language, the idea of a morpheme 

that intensifies a speaker's speech act has not been proposed prior to my analysis. My hope is that 

speech act intensifiers like ma will be investigated further in other languages. If cross-linguistic 

evidence for them is found, we will have uncovered a feature of languages that has not yet been 

widely researched and that can provide further insight into how human languages work. 

7.1 Directions for Future Research 

There are a few remaining issues regarding ma that I recognize have yet to be addressed. These 

include the use of ma in rhetorical questions and tag questions. 

7.1.1 Rhetorical Questions 

In the case of polar questions that are also rhetorical, ma becomes entirely optional, as shown in 

(61). 
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(61) ~ 4i ;r; 1J!!Bl J2;t- (o'J/UJlt)? 
W6 hul bi1 xiiingqf zhege (ma)? 

may not remember this (MA) 

'How could I not have remembered?' (I remember very well.) (Alleton 1988) 

My consultants have shared that they find hardly any difference between having rna and not 

having it in these questions. The fact that an intensifier can have no effect on the speech act is 

puzzling. It may be that the speech act intensifier does not have a substantial effect on the speech 

act of rhetorical questions, which are entirely non-inquisitive to begin (Biezrna and Rawlins 2017). 

Alleton (1988) identified the following syntactic structures as structures that force a question 

to have a rhetorical reading in Mandarin. 

1. nandao (meaning 'could it be,' 'dare you say,' 'do you mean to say') 

2. NEG + ADV (such as bu ye, bu hail 

3. AUX + NEG (such as neng bu) 

4. NEG + dei 

Perhaps these structures, which limit the reading of the question to being rhetorical, interfere 

with the act of questioning and render the effect of ma null. This issue may be addressed in future 

work. 

7.1.2 ma in Tag Questions 

The final issue that I have yet to resolve is the mandatory rna in tag questions, as shown in (62) 

and (63). 

(62) {!j; tE :j~)j( I flF, ~ *(o'J/uJlt)? 
Nf zili beijing gi5ngzuii, shl *(ma) 
2s work Beijing NEG is *(MA) 

'You work in Beijing, right?' 

(63) {!j; tE :j~)j( I flF, ;r; ~ *(o'J/uJlt)? 
Nf zili beijing gi5ngzuii, bilshl *(ma) 
2s work Beijing NEG is *(MA) 

'You work in Beijing, don't you?' 

This ma seems be evidence in favor of ma being a syntactic question particle. I have not yet 

found a way to account for this in my speech act intensifier analysis, and it is something that 

requires further research. 
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